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Candidates numom
ck ,l „
<-anuiaates
vying
for Pboth
Republicand and
vy^gmfor
bou!^4ubHcan
and
Democratic
positions
win
Democratic
will con
front the people of Oregon as they
head to the polls in the primary
election May 28. The last few
weeks have been characterized
by
an
acceleration
in
campaigning, and by increased
references to bridging the
credibility gap between the
people and the government.
The U.S. Senate race could
prove one of the most important
in the Democratic party this
spring. Former Senate President
jason Boe is running against
former senior Oregon U.S.
Senator Wayne Morse and Robert
DalyBoe advocates a stand in the
areas that are most relevant to
Oregonians and Americansrestoring faith in elected of
ficials, dealing with inflation and
its results, and taking action in
areas such as energy develop
ment. He hopes to maintain an
"open door" policy between
himself and the people
Morse, former senator from
1945-1969, is campaigning on the
code "Principle above politics "
He believes in standing up for
honesty. His other areas of
concern are social issues, ecology
and the economy.
Individual rights are one
concern of Daly. He claims that
Senator Packwood continually

servic^8**"51
services..

labor and

social
c'al

Packwwlus utr1-" B<>b
primary election PP°Sed ,n the
rnatorial
race, five Reouhi ^
Democrats
T^,'Canf 3nd si*

Secretary o Srf™race is
posure S"

elecuW.fo™"

S/fiCftOM

concerns

reKrauaabSs.edUCati-^
gubeSorial Candidates in the
John FrSnPEmAa,r j>ndude
Jim Redden Bettv R k°Pf'
Robert Straub and Johnny
Woods.
Freeman
exportaTmn TtO* to stoP th<
lvgo, cir
°
mile limit for fishins
n„.
?iL!J,lf.n,OSlr"di«lprop3s
and 2S* ,be.sem '» S»l«m
S
decide h
government

nears

STATE Of OREGON

Voters' Pamphlet

let

Forty

m

Se,wn„arj0^S

fmandsTrhe^opTe He favm
increase" in
** SyStem^
' an
S

t0

control of land use
Heisler lists as his chief
concern the Washington County
Uovernment. Qn the other hand
Jolley advocates constitutional
government, a 300-mile Pacific
boundary, and an Oregon run by
Oregonians, not by the federal
government. Smets is very

pobtfcf'and* 22 y6ar veteran in
getting thp' « 1S concerned with
the rfpm government back on
me right track. As a retired
chemical applicator advisor, he
an expert in environmental
issues dealing with the use o
various chemicals.
Redden"" h
?ate Treasure
r
neaaen
believes
Oregon's
government to be innovative and
progressive, and he hopes to
from"11? ^is trend, movinfaway
from strict federal control of
a°n'
basic interest is in
cuSs"18

WhiCh Wi" benefit the

ate, Senator Roberts is the
n5„
only female candidate for
governor. Noted for her efforts in
promoting Oregon's Bottle Bill,
Roberts wants to preserve the
environment without hurting the
economy. (See related story page
12 / .
Former State Treasurer Straub
has in the past worked to
preserve Oregon's environment,
and does not want the energy
crisis to interfere with that
progress. He also supports tax
relief.
Government by the people is of
major importance to Woods.
Because of that fact, he supports
a decreased tax, protection of the
people by law enforcement
agencies and a control of
Oregon's natural resources.
Straub has been projected as a
possible favorite to win the
Democratic nomination, with his
closest competition being Redden
and Roberts.
NEXT WEEK: A look at the
measures on the May primarv
ballot.
"

Ed meeting
set Wednesday

BLACK JACK - will be just one of the many games that you can
play when the Intercollegiate Knights bring Harold's Club to
Monmouth Friday night from 8 to 12 in the College Center Coffee
Shop. Admission is only |1.50 so come to the Harold's Club for a
night of fun and gambling, (photo by Chris Byers)

There will be an advisory
meeting for all Elementary
Education Majors and
Minors on Wednesday, May
22 at 4:00 in Ed 217. The
meeting will help with preregistration problems and
answer any questions about
the
Elementary
Ed.
program.

OSPIRG takes a
critical look at
the IRS. . .page 3
OCE to get the green
light for its first Law
Enforcement degree. . .page

'.-v.

Oregon Voter pamphlets were issued this week to give voters iho
opportunity to familiarize themselves with the issues and .^
candidates before the May 28 elections, (photo by Chris Byers)

Evaluations termed
qualified success'
By now you have probably
taken out some of your
aggressions on at least one of
your prof's during last week's
faculty evaluations.
As of Tuesday 90 of the 194
member faculty had agreed to
participate in the survey.
Approximately 5,500 evaluations
were collected from students.
One goal of the evaluation is
making information regarding
instructor performance available
to the student, aiding him / her in
the selection of classes and
professors. Just over half, or 51 of
the participating faculty have
agreed to the publication of their
evaluation results. Many more
have indicated that they may
decide to publish after they see
the results.
The evaluation has been ter
med by some a "qualified suc
cess." Two factors illustrating
the limitations of the evaluatons
are 1) not all the faculty par
ticipated; 2) not all those who did
participate had all their classes
evaluated. Thus an instructor
may have received poorer than
average evaluation scores, yet
she / he might rank much higher
among the collective faculty, of
whom one-half
were not
evaluated.

Student responses to the
evaluations have been varied.
Some called the questions
"ambiguous and vague," while
others felt they "gave a valid
assessment of an instructor's
performance." Perhaps one
student put it best when she said
"They're a start!"

Pre-registration
slated May 28
Pre-registration for Fall Term,
1974 will be held on Tuesday, May
29, from 2:00 to 5:20 in the OPE
gym. The procedure will be the
same as for winter and spring
terms this year.
Permits for pre-registration
may be picked up in the College
Center on Friday, May 24 and
Tuesday morning May 28. On
Tuesday afternoon the permits
will
be
moved
to
the
Administration Bldg. Student ID
cards must be presented when
picking up permit cards.
Graduate and Senior students
will pre-register together at 2:00.
At 2:40 the Juniors will preregister, Sophomores at 3:20, and
Freshmen at 4:10.

73
Federal
Income
Tax Forms

Studio Theatre presents
Riders To The Sea next
Wed. and Thurs. . . .page 8

Nixon resignation . . .

Demos say 'no'
The call on Capital Hill for the last week from the top
Republican leaders has been for President Nixon's
resignation. Since the release of the' Watergate tape
transcripts the President has lost many of his most
staunch supporters.
Now to counter the cry for resignation the top
Democratic leaders of Congress have come out and
publicly asked for an end to the calls for resignation.
The Democrats say that they fear the resignation talk is
putting public opinion into an uproar that could damage
the nation forever.
Majority leader Mike Mansfield said that resignation
is not the answer and that those calling for resignation
should "cool it."
Why would the Democrats who steadfastly opposed
Nixon not want resignation? The reasons are numerous
a?dn°tal1 unselfish. First the Democrats are concerned
with the setting of a precedent. If Nixon resigns this
could open the path for forcing future presidents from
office when they become unpopular. A dangerous
precedent indeed.

lamron 2: the people's forum
Thanks . . .

A second concern is that if Nixon were to resign the
question of his guilt or innocence might never be To the Editor:
resolved. The impeachment proceedings are designed to
On behalf of Polk District of the
y
resolve |ust that problem.
Willamette Council of Camp Fire
Another reason that the Democrats would like to see
Nixon remain in office until he is duly removed is that he
is currently very damaging to the Republican party
Already the Republicans have suffered several upsets in
primary elections. With Nixon remaining in office the
elections this fall and in '76 are almost assured to swav
in the favor of the Democratic party.
resicm^thl fneir reaf°nS f°r not wantin9 Nixon to
resign, the Democrats are right. The constitution
provides a method for the removal of a president and it
th
? that.shou,d be followed. If Congress feels
thev <?Hr> p**esident is unable to govern effectively then
they should act on impeachment quickly yet fairly.
The President has not been convicted of any crime
and should not be forced to leave office until he is im
peached and convicted. The situation is delicate and as
Senate Democratic Whip Robert C. Byrd of West
Virgima said that drumming Nixon out of office by
fixpH+o0Pini0+n w?uld chan9e our system from one of
fixed tenure to one in which a President would remain in
office only by popular approval."
remain in

Girls, I would like to thank the
members of Intercollegiate
Knights who gave up a beautiful
Saturday for a long day of work
at our resident camp, Camp
Kilowan.
We were able to complete
several major repair projects
with the help of the Intercom
knights who attended our
Work Party Weekend on April
20th. Some of the projects
completed were the repair of the
foundation of one cabin, roofing
of a cabin, and many "clean-up"
jobs.
*
We are extremely grateful for
the time volunteered to us by the
Intercollegiate Knights.
Sincerely Yours,
Connie Irwin
Polk District Director
Camp Fire Girls

My son and I operate a garage
specializing in tires, tire service
and car and truck maintainance.
We have for many years hired
high school students during the
summer and after school and
week ends. Most of the work for
them is unskilled janitor work,
removing tires, or washing cars.
Skilled men do the actual repair
work. After a year or two some of
them become skilled and become
regular employees. If they could
be kept busy in productive work
all the time, perhaps they could
earn the stipulated wage.
But in any service industry,
barbering for example, which
like our business would still
require regular pay for the
employee when he was earning
nothing for the business. The
other point the law makers seem
to always forget is the side costs
social security, unemployment!
liability insurance, workman's
compensation, sick and hospital
coverage for off-work injury
including employee and family
which amounts to almost 20 per
cent of the actual payroll.

Indulgence in bitter con
demnations of others can only
poison the spirit of life while it
pushes one toward the brink of
insanity.
How
then
can
meaningful change be realized?
Once
we
realize
that
downgrading others cannot uplift
and better our world, this leaves
us with only one course of action:
We..you and I., must con
centrate, singly, on bettering
ourselves. Not only does such an
endeavor give us happiness, but
it also helps one maintain sanity.
Simply stated this is my
challenge to you: Better the
world, our nation, this campus
and your life by concentrating on
betterment of self.
This month of May, when all
the wonders of nature open and
unfold to reveal hidden beauty,
could be the month that you open
your mind to experience the joy
that comes from bettering the
world by improving self.

Make an effort, in this spring
month, (which is also mental
(J .
health month) to desert bit
So far as I know there is not a terness, which slowly rots away
single
member
of
our the mind, body and spirit. Reach
To the Editor:
Congressional delegation who out and give life your best:
Dick Soules
Dear Vanda:
smile at a child, send a card
lamron 2 editor
Hang on, Apathy "U" may turn has spent much time either as an
to
a
friend, visit a shut-in, plant a
laborer
or
as
a
unskilled
yet, but not before the rest of the
businessman who had to meet a friendship, renew an old one, give
establishment.
I realize that patience is almost payroll at least twice a month an honest compliment, lend a
a four letter word, particularly under modern conditions. If they hand to help, write a letter, take
when frustration breeds rage did I am sure they would not vote time to listen, (to others and to
until finally one regurgitates lor a law like this which is nature)..view each day as a gift
to
everyone and do something nice with it for
one s guts to the indigent world detrimental
someone.
including the general public.
about you.
By downgrading others we pull
The inertia of the past is
It is my considered opinion that ourselves down. When will we
monstrous..."but
a
new
day
is
a
m
a vast majority of our citizens are achieve a better world, a better
statoH th •
Sunday Oregonian (May 12)
stated that "many students are not thinking XL,; comin*, so let's all start living for more in need of protection from nation , better campus? A better
the one thats going to last..." (Cat Congressional foolishness and
future career markets as they toil to qet their
life? When each of us con
Stevens)
harmful legislation such as this centrates on becoming a better
Let's push a bit!
r'ecInT t
than any other kind of protection. person himself.
p c .
,
Skip Jones
Very truly yours,
"Today is the first day of the
Impeachment festivities
Ernest R. Fatland rest of your life," I plan on using
commenced Sunday
it to improve my world...join me.
among today's college students Th. nP
A
IL „

'TT'9

Oregonian differs

A campus view

Sft Jjj

* 'Snr

the potent,oHhelut^e feeC
oo SfT '°
academe toward what may prove to be a dead en"
CI IU.

Congrats . . .

To the Editor;
This letter is to compliment
aSS
iate editor' Melisa
e
n
at,
in
MrPi«
,
h
P^ra f,„r^rn,^1c h^ r K °"
"» MeFi^cm°K
her excellent editorial
on Wage Law Unnecessary "
Vol. 50 no. 25.
^he^edu^th^.^needsTo1
It not only expressed mv
HcaUowards^heXdinghoTaZ|^bUSt ^ha^ay.^Pr^c" opinion much better than I could
to suggest R a t h p r it ic+h
?
editorial seems nave, but also reflects the opinion
lahlm°Xeveryone 1 have talked
-ds" that
with, both employer and em
ployee alike. The unskilled need
employment and almost every
employer needs some unskilled
labor. In every small town
especially m the west, this wage
requirement will price both
the education of many colleap
H
+S 3 b'9 part in market^^employee out of the
and is not
necessarily an unwise thing The
I am having copies made of this
°< The Oregonian woold do9well tfrevieiTh^ $£? editorial which I intend to send,
Jim Healy
long with a letter of my own to
Page 2
lamron 2 assist, editor
delegation.°re®on ^"essionS

A c^nge

Melisa McFie

.

A Challenge:
A letter from the
Associate editor:

To: OCE
How can this campus, this
nation, this world become a
better place for all? By my in
dulging in bitterness? By hurling
insults at the academic com
Whr ii the administration, the
0lf eBy,ookingdownon
ll
f
others efforts and criticizing
while I sit on my do-nothing and
do nothing? Never!
So you find life, and narticularly life on OCE's campus, a
miserable experience, and you
S fangf-meaningful change,
hen I challenge you: resist that
hlnan telE, £
n
evervthini. f
*verT°ne and
y°Ur °Wn lack »'
haSS

Lamron 2
staff
j
date is '^/"'"""Observer. Publicat
scrfnt „ Thufsday no°n- Yearly s
CENTER AA ratG $3> At*dress: Colli
838 mn
•nnJ°Uth/ °re9°n 97361. Phi
838-1220 ext. 347 or 838-1171.
EDITOR ...
Dick !
ASSOCIATE EDITOR . . Melisa f
ASSISTANT EDITOR
Jim
BUSINESSMANAGER
Mark PI
ASST. BUSINESS MGR . Dave Be
eD'TOR
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CAMPUS EDITORS . . . Nancy 8
DanTo'
STAFF
The Duke, Valli
cnr»DTc JlrG9 Fishw'ck, Jerem
SPORTS EDITOR
Ted Gr
L ED,TOR
PHOTrlrD
Tim^P
PH
T
Tim
Jc
r°h °GRAPHERS
®l"s Eve". Valli Camp, Daryl
F

• • Sue Strong, Pat Leu
Curt.sciimer, Marguerite I

Renti"5 M',eS' C'ndy Hannum
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OSPIRG raps
1973

73

1040

13

OSPIRG
h fu26'13 ref"nd.
the Second Pnrt/ i the tax in
V1Sit was
especially J£h
"taxpayer" «2L because the

British army seizes plans

itemize deducUons irf^he"0^t0
three visits T?' I" the other
deduchons
itemized
were

were se^ed^ythe BriUsVarmyt0atake sr™ Belfast' Northem Ireland
Wilson. Police will now t a™e io br^hg l° Prime Minister Harold
the IRA terrorist group ^e nLL wZ iifff• agaLnSt members of
se,zed ln a house raid of an
alleged former IRA headquarters.

made by mst
. gr0SS errors
the Sal^m
^Ptoyees in both
Visits inr^ an^ First Portland
hv nk . eased taxable income
hy about $2,000 on 'a $145^

Federal
Income
Tax Forms

News synopsis

Land

hot sprinJHn Easte^^r^o^whidh wuW^e'ustdT exploration for
cn c ould be us^d to generate electncity. The board ha* air
J
38,000 of Oregon land
received seven applications to drill on

WAite

AdvW
nn^^f C0Uple's h°mece on deductions for this
„
xpense ranged from $540.00 in
Eugene to $87.00 in Salem.
yields such
varied an
ce can hardly
rfnf?
be
al'eda service to the taxpayer "

*
• 7

Van DykeRG

Did you call the IRS for hpln ™ «
recent OSPIRG study indicates that^mav00"?
smartest thing to do. (photo by Chris Byers)
The OSPIRG today charged
that a study of the Internal
Revenue Taxpayer
Advice
Service showed "that IRS em
ployees made gross errors in
using the tax forms and failed to
follow regulations in giving tax
advice."
In a letter to IRS District
Director Ralph Short, OSPIRG
asked the Internal Revenue
Service to institute more rigorous
tests and supervision of em-

For
your
son the
graduate,
Seiko.

boar* okays steam exploration

higher tax'h"8 y16 C0UPle into a
inr»r^ •
bracket and greatly
increasing their total tax."
fadureSmsi
,Cntlcized the
reeuladnnf emP'oyees to follow
tions fnr^ k" .allowing deductoWh
business office and

.

returns?
been

A

the

ASstv?™"'8 ""
The Internal Revenue Service
currently provides free advice on
f ng out income tax forms In
taxpayers
who call or visit IRS

OSPIRG pointed to advice
visited IRS
IRS offices
j"vestigators
who
visited
in Portland
ugene, and Salem requesting
pleting
their
tax
torL,nAi?T
™s f AU four told the same
story of a young couple asking to
deduct certain child care, living
and business expenses.

Results of the OSPIRG study
indicated substantial differences
m the advice given by IRS
employees at each visit:
Portland No. 2 visit - $133.00
additional tax.
Portland No. 1 visit - $54.14
additional tax.
Salem visit - $102.00 refund.

membeT' Bil1

Van Dyke pointed out that if a
taxpayer understates his tax he
is liable for back taxes plus in
terest even if his error was based
' .'nternal Revenue Service
advice. "If this advice leads him
to overstate his taxes, the taxW oses moiey to which he is
lawfully entitled," the letter said.
he consumer group said it was
advising taxpayers to check their
forms closely after receiving
advice and to make two separate
visits to see if advice differs.
OSpmG asked the Internal
Revenue Service to :
~ Require employees who give
advice to pass a rigorous written
examination
annually
Employees are currently graded
only through "observation"

H°use mails pro-Nixon poll

recently maded^tn fi5^

Alb^rt

greatly

Mid-East situation stalemated
K!s?inger continues to commute between
IsraTfndlvria
n,eg°t,ate
a disengagement between
the two nations Th. c
T
hnth
•
J 5 Sltuat,°n looked pessimistic Tuesday night as
rC WCre l3rge differences which would take time
to settle C

*?

Wiretaps invalidated by Court decision
against oSi!fi0Ur- inva,idated many Justice Department wiretaps
against organized crime in a decision Monday. The taDs were made
Sted hat K01! °f f°rTr rtty' Ge"eral John MitchelL The court
assistant worn uw i app,lcatlons S18ned by Mitchell's executive
a!®L
gal The decision will effect approximately 1000
e,Iect »''e«PS leading lo seven gambling
arStt
were^d by M&ST1"

*PPllCali°ns

Senate votes to ease air standards
The Senate voted Tuesday to ease clean air quality standards for
two years in an effort to help combat the energy crisis. They also voted
im1« r°Ve 3 IJe.W 1977 date for car manufacturers to reach prescribed
emission quality standards.

Reward offered in coed disappearance

~
Have
supervisors
or
reviewers frequently ask tax
payers permission to check their
forms in detail after they have
received advice. This is currently
done only at the taxpayers
request.
Subdivision plans submitted to Independence
-- Notify taxpayers with
^hn Whitesell, a Salem developer, presented plans for a 140-unit
prominently displayed signs that subdivision near Independence Airport to the city planning corn
they are responsible for their tax el0" R 0^dayc I1?6 development site is at Gun Club Road and
returns. The signs should advise Ga"^y Raad k46- The commission did not object to the plans, but
taxpayers to make sure their stoted that if plans go through, Whitesell should make provision for a
torms are filled out correctly and
to be sure they understand the
advice they have recived.

Commencement slated

Fashions for the young
and the young at heart.

SWEATERS
^

%/y

VEST

NECK
NET

SUEDE JACKETS
ALL COLORS

iPORTCOATS & SLACK!

Stevens & Son
[379 High St. N.E.
Asssin.nn am-5>30 pm Daily]
May 16, 1974

.7

^peached, and 35 warn Wm m
who want Nixon to remain in
from other recent polls which have

3 55 percentage

offwlTa^0^^ Kathleer Parks- 20, of Lafayette, California
daughter
p! i? k k knowled8e of the whereabouts of their
Mav fi<L
IbCen miSSlng from her 0811 dormitory since
recentlv suff^H ^hme?
be heading home to visit her father, who
WMaii
,
u attack, but never arrived home. "Kathy" is
5 7 tall and has long blond hair.

SHACK

State and Liberty St.
Salem
364-222
•2224/

Sindlinger Co. of Philadelphia was

PnreSident Nix°n

office This
been released

June 7 in

From the Hot Line Series:
Stainless steel/adjustable bracelet. Faceted
Hardlex mar-resist crystal.
Seiko sun-ray Spring
Green dial with blue
minute track. Self-wind,
day-date calendar,
instant date setting.
98.2 foot water-tested.
Luminous. 17 jewels.
Ask for No. AC047M. $95.

*»

by CURTIS CLIMER
Traditions on college campuses
are dying rapidly. The tradition
of commencement is indeed one
that may never die. With the
close of this year over 900 seniors
and graduates will receive
degrees.
Commencement exercises will
be held in the NPE at 2 p.m. on
Friday June 7. Participation is
optional but in the past around 50
percent have attended.
This years speaker will be
Lawrence Perry. He is a member
of the Oregon Legislature and
received his masters degree
here.
The ceremony usually lasts
around two hours. It starts with
the processional, there is an
invocation and musical numbers.
The major share of the time is

Gym
dedicated to handing out
diplomas. There is also a short
commissioning ceremony for
AFROTC graduates.
As of the present time the
numbers and areas of graduates
breaks down as: BA education
(42), BS education (431), BA arts
(1), Bs arts (3), BA humanities
(1), BS humanities (5), BA
natural sciences (1), BS natural
sciences (14) BA Social science
10), BS social science (142) and
one AA degree. There are also
sixty-three of these graduating
with honors and 253 masters with
degrees.
To many commencement is
simply tradition. To others it is a
symbol of accomplishment and
perhaps the attainment of a
lifelong dream. For all it is a
beginning, the start of a new and
exciting life.

STEVE'S FIVE & DIME TERM PAPERS
1123 Broadway Suite 203
N.y., N.Y. 10010
(212) 675-4849
Term papers & thesis from 90c page
Mon-Sat. —10:30 - 4:00

Campus Jobs Available

Page 3

On campus . .

Concerts: Led Zepplin to Carpenters
VANCY RARTHS7
by NANCY
BARTOSZ
& KENN LEHTO
Photos by VAL CAMP
This week the three of us
roamed the College Center in
search of an answer or two or
...ten. Social Board Vice
Chairman Terry Wall asked us to
find out who OCE students would
like to see in concert here on
campus. One of the background
comments we often overheard
was: "The group I'd like to see is
too expensive for OCE!" But,
after a moment or two, the
students we interviewed could
name quite a list of their favorite
concert groups. And here's what
they said:
Christy
Cederstam
(freshman)- "What I think we
need here at OCE is more
entertainment for the students.
And I think they could get
someone to help sponsor them,
like some of the radio stations.
And to get somebody that most
people would enjoy like John
Denver or Seals & Crofts. But
^

cnmoAnn that ii
, , could
someone
the students
still see for a cheaper rate."
Bruce Weigel (junior) - "Id
like to see the Who ... the Guess
Who...Three Dog Night would be
alright...maybe Jethro Tull.
There s a group called Overtime

liked him. And I think lots of
people would go to see him, too.
Or someone else, like Com
mander Cody."

Scott Taggart (sophomore) - "I
wouldn't mind seeing somebody
like Three Dog Night or the
that's good, I heard them at Jek- Carpenters. I'd like to see
yll & Hyde's. I haven't been to
any OCE concerts or dances this John Denver. I think a lot of
people would go for that."
year yet, but if there was a good
Pat Miller (sophomore) - "I'd
group and the price was right, I'd
like to see Crosby, Stills, Nash &
come."
Ruth Fox (sophomore)- "I'd Young or Elton John. But
like to see Neil Young because I speaking realistically, I'd like to
saw him in concert before and I see someone like Leo Kottke who
has worked vwwn
down at vyieguil
Oregon State
Old

and Oregon. I think he'd put on a
show here for us. I wish that the
Sunnyland Band or Brown Sugar
would come back here to play. I
think there are some local bands
that are good and that wouldn't
be too expensive for OCE".

Mary Moore (sophomore)
Id like to have some folk
singers like Gordon Lightfoot, but
he might be too expensive. I like
to go to concerts where you can
really listen to the performer."
$7,000. Or maybe we could have
Leo Kottke. There are a lot of
really good guitars out in the
market that aren't well-known
but OCE could afford to get
8
them."

Ciddio concerned with bureau
"We are qualified to exorcize
big government, and we can do it
together," with that statement
Rafael Ciddio announces his
candidacy for Oregon's First
Congressional District.
The 38 year old Republican
candidate, now a professor at
Cesar Chavez College, expresses
his concern with big bureaucracy
in government that does not allow
local control. "Control of big
government is something that the
governed should begin to par
ticipate in. If we are to demand or
ask for change we must as
the governed participate in that
change."
Mr. Ciddio also expressed
concern about the growing
apathy of students to involve
themselves in the political
system. "We cannot afford this "
emphasized Rafael Ciddo. He
went on to point out that this noninvolvement by the governed is
what later creates the "bad"
politicians that we have
complained so much about.
Non-involvement, in this
candidate's observations, goes
hand-in-hand with 'political
ignorance.' Many students in his
encounters had no knowledge of
the district or precinct to which
they belonged, dates for
registration or knowledge of the
fact that if one signs up as an
independent he cannot select his
candidates in the primary.
Rafael Ciddio had this stand to
make on the following issues:
Military aid to foreign
countries:
He is opposed to military
support to foreign countries,
instead," he said, "we should
give to 'needy' nations."
Amnesty: He is in favor of
amnesty. Returning draftdodgers, and conscientious ob
jectors, in his opinion, should be
asked to do volunteer work on
their return to the United States.
He feels, however, that no

punative restrictions should be
imposed.
Federal Funding for colleges:
He feels it is necessary to
elevate the quality of the school
system but should this should be
the option of the local people.
Alaskan Pipeline:
He sees the need for more
research before the pipelines are
put into action.
Nuclear Power Plants:
He again sees research as
necessary before such plants are
built.
National Fluoridation:
Opposes such a program. He
feels that it is a local issue to be
decided locally, even individually. "Anyone of us may go
to the prescription route," he
said.
The Press:
To date Oregon's biggest
newspaper , The Oregonian, has
made no mention of Rafael
Ciddio and his candidacy for
Oregon s 1st Congressional
District.
"They've already made up
their mind for the people who the
candidate should be..." said Mr. *
Ciddio, "and usually they choose
someone who has been in
bureaucracy or who may have
served as a politician or maybe a
lawyer...when we know these
were the types of people who
were indicted..."
Inhis rur» for Congress Rafael
Ciddio has this aim: To serve the
governed the way the governed
want to be served.
In his campaign, Mr. Ciddio
has not raised funds, but does
accept volunteer in kind con
tributions. He is trying to change
the reality that money gets the
politician. He feels that the state
should legislate a maximum
figure that each individual could
spend in his campaign for office.
"The press has made an issue
out of minorities and women
candidates and has said they
won't have a chance...", but even

JOHN KOLB
for
Polk County Commissioner
Rep. Candidate Pos. No. 3
COMMON SENSE
GOVERNMENT
J Committee/ EKd0wVd0^DP0s^h!i!0ssn,/Commissioner
2,70
ITurnidge,
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as Rafael Ciddio made this
statement he added this op
timistic note: "Oregon has
people with consciences and they
have responded before."
Rafael Ciddio makes this ap
peal to fellow Republicans: "A
vote for the man with the longest
name on the ballot, Rafael Pablo
Ciddio Y Abeyta, is a vote for
your man.
Rafael Ciddio's candidacy is
attempting to test whether or not
the Republican Party can truly
represent grass roots America
and overcome its image as the
bedpartner of big industry.
The Ciddio Campaign also
appeals to all Oregonians in
District One, as individuals, local
business men, Citizenry, that
they might select him to over
come the ever imposing
corporate
giants
and
bureaucratic monoliths.

that he performs well and I really
like his music. It will be really
great to have concerts in the new
Fine Arts Building when it gets
finished."
Mike Logan (freshman) - "I'm
a rock and guitar person. The
people I'd like to see is ...Led
Zepplin. There's a group around
called Pure Prairie League and
they sound like Led Zepplin or
Jethro Tull. They're not a big
name but they're good. I'm sure
they'd be in the neighborhood of

u„VuUr,e

Roberts (freshman) Whowould I like? Rich Little!
And I d like to see Roberta Flack,

Vicki Head (junior) - "I saw
Loggins & Messina at OSU and I
really thought they were good
and put on a good show. So I'd
really like to see them or the
Carpenters or Gordon Lightfoot
or Mac Davis. Anybody really,
just so we'd have more concerts at least one a term/'
Jerry Cotter (freshman) - "I'd
like to see Neil Diamond. I think

(Note: Any more ideas? Turn
them into Terry Wall, SPO 006).

• APARTMENTS •
RESERVE YOUR CHOICE NOW
Description

Sunrise Apts.

1 Bedroom, Furnished & Unfurnished
Carpeted, All Electric & Free
TV, Booster Hook-up. Close to
School (i block). Water & Garbage
Paid.

$89.50
and up

$125
and upj

$108.50
and up

$130
and up]

1 & 2 Bedroom, Furnished and
Unfurnished. Carpeted, All
Electric, Court Yard, Free TV
Booster Hook-up, Water &
Garbage Paid.

$89.50
and up

$119.50
and up]

2 Bedroom, Furnished &
Unfurnished. Carpeted, All
Electric, Major Appliances
Free TV, Booster Hook-up '
and Large Gourt Yard w/fountain
Water & Garbage Paid

$108.50
and up

$130
and upi

3 Studio Apartments, 1 & 2 Bedroom
Furnished °r Unfurnished. Carpeted

$65
and up

$100
and up I

339 - 365 W. Jackson
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr : Richard Dinsmore
Apt. #9 Phone 838-2728

Windjammer South
471 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Curt Fuston
Apt. #1 Phone 838-4726

Maple Court
331 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr : Dan Palmer
AP{ # 13 Phone 838 -1525

Windjammer North
180 W. Ackerman
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Ray Files
Apt. #25 Phone 838-1216

Walnut Court
270 - 280 - 290 S. Warren
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.. Dan Powell
270 #12 Phone 838-2145

Summer Fall
Rates
Rates

2 Bedroom Furnished &
Unfurnished. Carpeted,
All Electric, Major
Appliances, Free TV,
Booster Hook-up and
Court Yard w/stream.
Water & Garbage Paid

Maio^A

o,

r'

Free TV Booster

H00k-'up &

. Appliances. Convenient to

PPlng- Water & Garbage Paid.
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transcript will show a Social
There will be a Student Recital tnHnxr <w •
ackground and something to fall program graduates,
he will Science-Law Enforcement
musical abilities of Dave Matthews and Lynn Bake^R^t Pihh"eS a"d
major," Dr. Ogard explained.
4 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium
Baker. Recital begins at
'This Social Science-Law
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"dS "P compet't>on today for the three
Enforcement means something
to them and it means a lot to their
employer."
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classes next fall, but this will
depend on many factors. The
degree will start immediately
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after its approval and by 1975, the
This beautiful bracelet watch
student who has already com
also has a beautiful faceted
TUESDAY, MAY 21
pleted the two years now will be
crystal and case. She'll love
Today s Science-Math Seminar is entitled "Hvr>®^t®®®- >>
receiving a degree.
the Seiko fashion QIOW brown
3
features Dr. Neil Bandick. The seminar will be in NS l03 aM9 n" m
dial, too. 17 jewels, yellow top/
1 2 noon' N°
charge and refreshments available

For your manyfaceted
graduate,
a Lady Seiko.

SarggeV" 'C°"CM
W^kroom3 F'nanCial

Board meeti"g tonight

P - i" the Music

stainless steel back, adjustable
mesh bracelet. Ask for ZW574M
$85.

COLLEGE

at 7 p.m. in the ASOCE

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22
Spring term's Studio Production Theatre presents "Riders to the
admissi'o^charge. ^ °CE ^ The3tre at 8'15 p m
°CE Concert Band is giving a "Twilight Concert" this evening at 7
Pf m ° r hn
^ Hal1 lawn In case of bad weather, the Pacific Room
of the College Center will be used.
«/, VjicJ! Recital wil1 be given tonight by Marilyn Bengston and
Melinda Rolen in the Music Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Social Board will be meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the ASOCE
Workroom.
THURSDAY, MAY 23
Tape Plus One", a concert featuring a soloist performing with tape
accompaniment, will be presented by the music faculty in the Music
Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. It is open to the public at no charge.
Spring term's Studio Production Theatre presents the second per
formance of "Riders to the Sea" in the OCE Little Theatre at 8:15 p.m.
There will be no admission charge.
ASOCE Meetings for tonight are: Executive Board at 5 p.m. in the
ASOCE Workroom; Board of Administrators at 6:30 p.m. in the
ASOCE Workroom; and Senate meets at 7 p.m. in NS101.
GENERAL CAMPUS
May 3-31: University Printmakers, College Center Concourse, 8
a.m. - 12M.
May 12 - June 7: Student Art Show, Campbell Hall Gallery 107, 8-5
p.m.
May 24: Auditions for "Music Man," 7 p.m., MHA, 12 men, 10
women, 20 in chorus and 6 dancers.
May 27: Varsity Rally Tryouts, 5 women, 2 men. Watch ASOCE
Offices for time and place, or contact Nancy Myers, SPO No. 57.
SOEA members please come to the meeting tonight at 7:00 in the
Deschutes Room. Important business must be taken care of before
next year.

May 16, 1974

State and Liberty Streets

Salem

364-

?gxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx^^

D & M BAKE SH0PPE
Main Street - Monmouth
(Located in Webster's Thriftway)

This Week's
Specials! Lemon Meringue
.Jla

Pies.....
Maple Bars

'8/*l°°

Chocolate Applesauce

Teacake
Stop In For The BEST
In FRESH Bakery Goods
(Specials Expire May 22, 1974)

GRADUATES
Do you have a job waiting for you upon
ggraduation? Did you know that one
million students will graduate from
colleges and universities in June? Ap
proximately three million will graduate
from trade and high schools. Would you
like to have an advantage over your
competition by knowing where to apply
how to prepare a professional brief or
resume, and what to say while being
interviewed? Then invest $10.00 in your
future by enclosing a Money Order or
Certified Check with this coupon and
mail today for your booklet to:

RESUME
P. O. Box 3331
South Wilson Station
Wilson, North Carolina 27893
Name
Address
City _
State

Zip _
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OSPIRG campaigns for Bottle Bill

An Oregon consumer
lsumer group,
the Oregon Student Public In
terest
Research
Group
(OSPIRG), today warned a U. S.
Senate Subcommittee Committee
to expect a "campaign of
exaggeration and wild predic
tion'' from can and bottle
interests and national beer and
soft drink companies in op
position to the "Nonreturnable
Beverage Container Prohibition
Act".
The federal legislation is
patterned after the controversial
Oregon "Bottle Bill", which
places a 5c deposit on all
beverage containers, except for
"certified" interchangeable,
returnable bottles, which have
preferential 2c deposit.
In a 108 page report released
today to the Subcommittee on
Environment of the Senate
Commerce Committee, OSPIRG
listed a sample of 42 specific
statements made by opponents of
the 1971 Bottle Bill before the
Oregon Legislature, Oregon
courts, and in publications.
Testifying before the Sub
committee, OSPIRG attorney
Henry R. Richmond, III said,
"Opponents said the Bottle Bill
would close businesses, raise
prices, would cut sales, tax
revenues, business income and
jobs, and would not reduce litter,
solid waste or energy con
sumption."
"On the key issues which were
in dispute in Oregon", Richmond
said, "the opponents of the Bottle
Bill were simply wrong."
OSPIRG cited the following
environmental benefits:
- in the 16 months since Oc
tober 1, 1972 when the Bottle Bill
went into effect, beverage
container litter has been reduced
79 per cent and litter of all kinds
35 per cent;

— 389,489,100
389.489 inn hpvoraoA
nnn.
-beverage con
tainers were removed from
Oregon's 1973 solid waste stream,
an 88 per cent reduction;
- the Bottle Bill has saved
enough energy to heat the homes
of 40,000 people for one year
because returnable bottles
require only one-third as much
energy as non-returnable cans
and bottles. The Bottle Bill
increased returnable usage from
32.1 per cent to 94.9 per cent for
beer and from 60 per cent to 90
per cent for soft drinks.
OSPIRG also said the Bottle
Bill "provided substantially
more economic benefits than
damage to the directly affected
industries."
Based on a March 1974, Oregon
State University report on the
Bottle Bill, OSPIRG said glass
container manufacturers suf
fered a $264,000 decrease in
annual operating revenues, can
manufacturers a decrease of
$350,272, and that 126 Oregon beer
distributors absorbed a total of
$589,000 in additional operating
costs.
OSPIRG said grocery stores
incurred $2,742,700 in handling
costs, plus $203,125 in additional
storage costs, "but the retailers,
at least, are in a postion to
recover costs simply by raising
i Oregon s Bottle Bill was designed to eliminate unsightly roadside
their retail beverage prices."
litter and to end the wastefulness of throw away bottles. A similar
However, OSPIRG said "the
bill m Congress .s currently under fire by the national beer and soft
economic benefits far outweigh
drink companies, (photo by Chris Byers)
the detriments":
- beer sales are "slightly
above" the Oregon growth trend and payroll ($1.5) increases have conditions (greater use of more
for the past eleven years, and soft substantially increased public expensive non-returnable con
drink sales are "almost 10 per revenues;
tainers) and at' neighboring
- Oregon had to spend $656,832 Washington's (no Bottle Bill))
cent" above the trend;
-- brewers have enjoyed a less for solid waste disposal and 1973 prices would have cost
$5,328,383 increase in annual $632,000 less for littler cleanup, a Oregon consumers $3,918,750
operating income, and soft drink savings in public revenues of more then they actually paid in
$1,288,832;
producers a $2,764,675 increase;
1973 for beer and soft drinks;
- there are 365 new (net) jobs
- net effect on total business
-1973
Oregon
beer
and
soft
- income (nearly $4 million)
drink sales under pre-Bottle Bill income: a gain of $3,943,961.
OSPIRG agreed with Oregon

l ora veteran

Army ROTC
hasalot
going for it

Credit for ROTC
Your military experience
may serve as total credit for the ROTC
Basic Course. That means, if credit is
granted, you can skip the freshman and
sophomore years of ROTC. You also
skip the Basic Camp that takes place
between your sophomore and junior
years.
You may already be eligible,
without further instruction, for Ad
vanced Army ROTC in your junior and
senior years. And the last two years is
when it really starts to pay.
Subsistence
All cadets receive $100 per
month for up to 20 months during the
Advanced Course and half the pay of a
second lieutenant during the six-week
Advanced Camp (normally attended
between the junior and senior years)
That's mofetfian $2,000 your last two
years of college. And that's in addition
to your G.I. Bill allowances.

Governor Tom McCall that the
Bottle Bill has been "a riproaring
success".
The OSPIRG report concluded
that national soft drink and beer
interests "spend millions and
millions of public relations
dollars" annually to oppose
Bottle Bill legislation because
they can "gradually eliminate
local breweries and soft drink
bottlers" if they can couple
production efficiencies with the
more cheaply-shipped one-way
container and thereby sell in
distant markets.
OSPIRG said that by 1980 200
million one-way containers will
be produced annually - double
the present level-- and that 1-2
billion of these will end up as
litter.
"The one-way, throwaway
container involves the potential
trashing of America", OSPIRG
said, "and is centrally linked
with production methods and
trends which will eliminate
thousands of jobs and hundreds of
local breweries and soft drink
bottlers in the next ten years."
"The litter consequences of the
continued expansion of one-way,
throwaway
container
use
means that can manufacturers
and national beer and soft drink
interests will have simply
appropriated
America's
environment as a cost-free
subsidy for their long-term ex
pansion plans." the report said.
"Given the opponent's record,
the success of the Oregon Bottle
Bill, and the undesirable
consequences of expanded one
way container use, the burden of
proof clearly is now on opponents
of Bottle Bill type legislation to
show by hard facts why it is not in
the public interest for additional
states or the Congress to enact
similar legislation."

FOR DETAILS'**
~ WRITE:
Army ROTC
Oregon College
of Education
Monmouth, OR 97361
]£t

Army ROTC.
he more you look at it, the better it looks.
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Calendar of coming events
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"The Ctin. n

"A
Midsummer
Night's
presented by the cptTJ

r

ParkeSJPUeneei "i"
" tha
^ioTciUVand 6 pm

Corvallls

5 Ar'S Ce",er' 7,h

* "0

ZMovfe
' 3 ^her'ock
°V'e House' 1220 sw

is on KQIVFW

'<*

?fl
M Mav
LWeekni9htS
' 7 7:30) ,ist for
"•
,s Loggins
'
8. Messina; Scott
^?;mc L u0«ra9S) Linda R°nstadt; Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young, Cat Stevens.
SATURDAY NIGHT REVIEW (10:00) this
week is "Mark Almond."
JLkN?tY N'GHT SPEC'AL (10:00) this
week is Firesign Theatre.
OTHER

this week
Friday 17 May is the birthdate of Ar
chibald Cox (1912) and is the beginning of
International Pickle Week.

featurlt t!.,eS Ni9ht Concdrt 0" 28 May
wflliamc 1 mUSiC °f Leadbelly and Hank
7 30 t^th £ireSented by Dick Meyer. It's at
7.30 in the Music Hall Auditorium.

Saturday 18 May is the birthdate of Jacob
K. Javits (1904), Perry Como (1913), Dame
Margot Fonteyn (1919) and Brooks Robinson
Sunday 19 May is the birthdate of David
Hartman (1937), Ho Chi Minh, and Peter
Townshend.

Holmes
Taylor,

Portland.5'"

Ra<J'0 Hour

Thursday 16 May is the birthdate of
Liberace (1919), Henry Fonda (1905) and
Woody Herman (1913)

Wednesday 22

J^^ isP'fe Cinema 21,

Sth'THalh

The~

arrUWomen'ArK't0riUm concerts

JheS^eCenle^r' W"'
shown i
P-m.. 5 P.m. and 9,^5,^"a«

Cinema,asw

nr»am "
Dream,"

MUSIC

R"»lic

FILMS

film, is at
Portland

Salem

s t0 the Sea'" an OCE studio play,
..
will be in the Little Theatre, 22 and 23 May at
• 15 p.m. There is no admission charge.

Sa"V

PMln,°ca! Lamp0°r'

Sunday a. To p m3'' P m 8nd K0RI
KINK-FM stereo 102 (Portland)

throu^VsX' * 3t 'he Pen'aCle

n9 ,he work
Of James E. Van Patten
Gallery in Saiem
(60n m' 'S at the Bush Barn
em (600 Mission SE) through 2
June.

sS isbVatSthUern'rS
a"d Madison, corvams

i" its

THEATRE

an ertijbrt H ?tlfe OC
E 'CO H printmakers have
30 May.
°CE c<»lege Center through

Ut?Por,?andhe

.

TweeSka?'i'hPiCJ,Ure °',he vear'
15lh
•w» week
at the Elsinore in Salem.

'June in c"m p'^n Han^h0*'rUns ,hrou9h
hours are 8-5 Mnnil 5a,lery 107- Gallerv
videotape
Friday. The
Verse'" will be
shown in front of thl « n
* 4 pm
® 9a,lery dai,V- 9 a.m., 1

Wednesday 22 May is the second an
mversary of the day Gov. Wallace was shot
in Maryland.

Ave.

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
Ar't'sWThreatTree SE
SE H B'.0K°m" iS at ,he
Hand.
'
Hawthorne 8, 20th,

Por.

Weirdity improves with age.
Before entering the ministry, Billy
Graham was a successful Fuller Brush
salesman.

v. ""'".VSfSi'cSSif""" *'""
T

ya/k *16 st'n9". >S in its 2nd week
Wh.tes.de, 361 sw Madison corvallis

•Introspection III," an etching
of the
printmakers exhibit in the College
through the
•
end of the month. 38 prints and a variety of
y
interesting show.
techniques make an

When Mata Hari stood before the firing
squad, her last words were "Thank You."

th,*

TELEVISION
Thursday: 9 11 p.m. on Ch. 2, "Kung Fu"
and "The Streets of San Francisco."

University

are Seir 2n<|dwe7khat thefdden Planet"
Theatre in Salem.
Lancaster Mall

,^,day:

Theatre'tn'salem''
Theatre
,n Salem. 5 W

£%£%

Week a» ,ha

^apito,

lartuffe seen as 'excellent'
U.rAMWirrAEsrrmn.
by
CONNIE GOETTEL

The first public performance of
die present version of Tartuffe
was in 1669, but it still holds
relevance for our world today.
OCE's presentation of Moliere's
classic comedy was true to the
original and was extremely well
done.
The costumes for the produc
tion were a major factor in the
play's success. Designed by Mr.
Richard Davis, who also directed
this fine production, the costumes
were made by the Costuming
Class. The characters were
dressed in black, white, and gray
according to their levels of
moderation. Even hair rinses
were used to assure adherence to
the color scheme.
The only breaks from this color
scheme came in the costumes of
Tartuffe and the King's officer.
Tartuffe's black garb was
highlighted with touches of red
denoting his hellish charac
teristics. The appearance of the
King's officer drew gasps from

HeS7fo'SsTJ "S; 5
Cw

K

Louis XIV.

6

pJnh SCt W?u designed to further
emphasize the extremes of the
p ay. Black and white were the
only colors used to divide the
stage into two halves. The
contrast was used to some extent
in the staging, but could have
been used more extensively.
Occasionally,
a
"white"
character would end up on the
black side of the stage saying
honest, moderate lines and viceversa.

The cast worked well together
and delivered strong per
formances. Though couplets are
hard to read without sounding
sing-songy,
these
players
managed to deliver the lines
convincingly with only a few
rough spots. Ed Classen played
Orgon delightfully well, scaring
the audience with his rage and
evoking laughter at his naivete.

Dennis Engblom acted the title
role portraying a pious hypocrite
who knew how to manipulate
people to his own advantage.
Elmire and Dorine, played by
Jan Matthews and Nancy Paolo
were two who were not taken in
ky Tartuffe's facade. Cleante,
played by Jim Gilsdorf, was the
picture of moderation while
Damis (Ken Hermens) was
haughty and flew off the handle
easily. Though Flipote had few
lines, Kathy Jernstedt brought
life to the role and came close to
stealing a few scenes. Mark Wood
gave an outstanding per
formance in the supporting role
of the bailiff, M. Loyal.
The cast was rounded out by
Laurie Roberts as Mme. Pernelle, Debbie Pauli as Mariane
Ray Finnell as Valere, and
Robert Wiard as the King's officer.
An extra touch, 17th Century
period music during intermission
and between scenes, added to the
overall excellence of the per
formance.

SEEK Shakespeare in the park
The SEEK course in practical
Shakespeare will offer two
outdoor performances of Mid
summer Night's Dream , at 1 and
6 p.m., June 1, in the Monmouth
City Park. Both performances
are free to the public.

The class was initiated by OCE
students who wanted to be
involved in a lively ensemble
production of a Shakespeare
play. The class is sponsored by
Mr. Richard Davis and instructed by Ed Classen who is

SUMMER IMPORTS
T-SHIRTS
BIKINIS
PANTS

OPEN OMLY
_
10:30A.M. TO 6:00P.M. S&A.TE;
May 16, 1974

250 COURT
Salem

assisted by Robert Wiard. All
class members are involved in
acting roles and working on
costumes.
The cast includes: Theseus,
Neil Hangen; Hoppolyta, Jan
Matthews; Philostrate, Bryan
White; Egeus, Bill Fletcher;
Hermia,
Diane
Wilcox;
Demetrius, Ken Hermens;
Lysander, Mark Woods; Helena,
Robin Power; Attendants (as
news media), Greg Byers, Flora
Martin, Phyllis Schneider;
Quince, Marcy Wynn; Snug,
Nancy Paolo; Bottom, Steve
Lady; Snout, Chuck Jamison;
Flute, David Wilson; Starveling,
Steve Hurst; Oberon, Dennis
Engblom; Titania, Kristi Kittleson; Fairies, Lily Driscoll,
Christine Arnold, Trix Jamison
and and Lynn Rose.
This will not be a classical
rendition of Shakespeare. As
Midsummer Night's Dream is the
most theatrical of Shakespeare's
plays, the production style of this
play is highly theatrical. The play
is a celebration.
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P
on Ch. 2, "Forbidden
p
P'anet,
8 p.m. on Ch. 2, "National
Geographic Special: Bushmen of the
Kalahari, "Elton John and Bernie Taupin
Say Goodbye Norma Jean and Other
Things" is on Ch. 2 at 11:30 followed by the
Eagles, Linda Ronstadt and Jackson Browne
in concert.

n?30Up.my:

Sunday: "Upstairs,

searrhaClfnHreHCent!V Spent *20°,000 for reSflfiwJhi development of a cannon that
will fire chickens at airplanes.
Vou have 6 12 different positions while
sleeping.
In California, you have to get your
husband's permission before you can sell
your bra.

at

Many psychologists feel that certain kinds
of backaches are caused by a lack of sex.

Downstairs" is on

You can get a hair transplant on your
chest.

Sinis,er Cinema is on Ch 2

NET at 9 p.m.

Snoring helps bring added oxygen to the
bloodstream.

Don t forget to watch Tom Snyder after
s Tonight show Monday through
Thursday at 1 a.m. with Tomorrow.

Louis XIV had 1400 beds.
The Department of justice is considering a
proposal to legalize bulletproof socks.

RADIO

A man who mounts birds and animals is
called. . .a taxidermist.

AM jewel: The Kelly Smith Show, 6-11:30
p.m. on Sundays, KEX-1190.

Little Rock, Arkansas, was named after a
little rock.

Have pot will travel
(As of Monday, the following two recipes - chili and bread were the last two I had. There are, however, two more issues
remaining this term. There are probably a few of you who would
like to see a couple more of these corners; but I am not goinc to
search you out. This space will be just as easy to fill with other
mings. With that in mind, deliver recipes to the College Center
fice or SPO 560. Dan Tompkins, Entertainment Editor.)
Brown Bread
by Tom's Mom

l'/2 cups raisins
2 cups water
; 1 cup sugar
: 2>j cups flour
: 2 tablespoons vegetable oil
• 1 egg
• 1 teaspoon salt
• 2 teaspoons soda
• grated orange rind or nuts may be added
: Simmer raisins in water for 10 minutes. Cool. Mix oil, sugar and
•
" s^r 'n raisins and water. Sift flour, salt and soda together,
j Stir into liquid ingredients. Grease thoroughly three small pans
. or three -1 pound coffee cans. Pour equal amounts of dough into
. each. Bake at 325 degrees for one hour; cool ten minutes and
; remove from pans.
I
|

Chili Con Carne
by Carol Kellogg
(Serves three; calories per serving: 280)
| 1 pound ground beef
| 1 tablespoon vegetable oil
| 1 onion, peeled and sliced thin
j 13 cup diced green pepper
l/2 cup chopped tomatoes
;
; 1 tablespoon chili powder
; Vfe tablespoon salt
: pepper (to taste)
| 1 clove garlic, peeled, minced and
pinch of thyme
pinch of oregano
cup canned red kidney beans, drained
Cook and stir ground beef, onion and green pepper in large
skillet until meat is brown and onion is tender. Drain off fat Stir
in remaining ingredients except kidney beans. Heat to boiling.
Reduce heat, cover and simmer about IV2 hours, stirring oc
casionally (or cook uncovered about 35 minutes). Stir in beans,
heat. Can be doubled for larger amount.
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Entertainment editor: "j
|
peach-mint jam
j
Dear reader: have you been caught in a shower
lately? No better way to spend a spring morning than to
find yourself in a shower with a friend! Jeremy, our
rather weak-minded weather freak, claims this midMay precipitation should taper off soon as summer
nears. This issue we have drama: a Tartuffe review and
news of Shakespeare in the park on page 7, I Do! I Do! is
reviewed and there's a story and pic of next week's
Riders To The Sea on this page, also a note on Pentacle
tryouts for Gypsy. Art this week includes a print from
the current College Center exhibit on page 7 and a look
at the Student Art Show on page 9. The content is
rounded out with a Duke album review of The Hoople on
page 9. Jeremy just returned from NYC where he saw
two little old ladies on a drunk. He claims they wouldn't
let the poor fellow go. Imagine that! Jeremy's kitchen
has this strange odor coming from it. He's making a
type of preserves (peach), mint-flavored. I keep telling
him it'll never work and he mumbles something about
(expletive deleted). To each his own, I guess. Have a
nice day.
- Dan Tompkins

Try out for 'Gypsy'
at Pentacle Theatre
Auditions for the Pentacle
Theatre production of "GYPSY"
will be held May 18 and May 19
1974 at the College of Music and
Theatre on the Willamette
University campus. The summer
musical scheduled for an August
9 opening and a fifteen per
formance run through the 24th of
August, will involve nearly 75
people in all areas of acting,
singing, dancing, orchestra and
technical work.
Lisa Hanson, Cathleen by Lily
Roles will be available for men
Dnskill with Nora played by
lane Watson. Their brother and women, ranging in age from
Bartley is played by Greg Byers. 7 to 70. Mr. Bowen has expressed
The set has been designed by the hope that persons from 7 to 10
Jim Gilsdorf, student and and over 35 will particularly
technical assistant to the consider becoming involved in
Theatre, lights by Ken Grasing the production. All those
and costume assistance by Julia interested in auditioning should
Hays; assisting Ms. Berns in prepare a musical selection
ance audition
aud|t'on will
also be
directing is
is Kathv
Krieter
u A dance
\
Kathy Krieter.
tor those interested
interes
held lor
in roles

Riders to the Sea

set for next week

T M
TV^
Studio Theatre1 nroconfo
presents J.
Synge's tragedy RIDERS TO
^A' under the direction of
Michelle Berns. The play, which
has no admission charge, will be
performed Wednesday, May 22
and Thursday, May 23 at 8:15
p.m. in the Theatre.
Although the play has few
characters and is fairly short, it
Presents universal ideas with

Tt

yv

p

y

_i -i
clarity
and* poetry of human
responses.
There are four main charac
ters, all from one family,
Micheal, Bartley (the brothers),'
Cathleen and Nora (the sisters)
and Maurya (the mother).
Although Micheal never appears
on stage his presence as a
character strongly affects the
others. Maurya is Portrayed
portrayed by
by
-

1 Do! 1 Do! enjoyed thoroughly
by KENN LEHTO

Last week I had the pleasure of
sitting down and having a nice
long chat with Tom Ulmer,
director of Pentacle Theatre's "I
Do! I Do!", in the College Center
Coffee Shop. This week I had the
greater pleasure of seeing the
musical-comedy performed. I
must admit that I'm not usually
much of a musical fan, but this
case is the exception. I think the
Pentacle Theatre atmosphere is
to blame for this weakening in
my character. The intimacy of
the small theatre makes the
spirit of the musical in
escapable.
Steve Oakey and Nancy Cooney
proved to be more than ample
vocalists, as they sang their way
from curtain to curtain. Being the
only two characters on stage
during the entire production, they
had the extremely difficult job of
capturing the audience's fancy
and sustaining it through
throughout the show. Needless to
say they did an exceptionally
J
good job.
e
Jtev Oakey's rendition of He
(Michael) is very robust and
honest. He plays a writer who
constantly has problems han
dling his feelings of selfimportance. Nancy Cooney plays
bhe (Agnes) a housewife who's
only role is to react to her
husband. Not a popular role these
days, but considering that the
play begins in 1910 with their
wedding day, a little malemay be expected.
J
Not that She doesn't get in a few
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hcks of her own, with a song
licks
called
"Flaming Agnes"
Irritated by her husband's
conceited attitude, she threatens
to leave him and do a little
messing around of her own.
Probably the best number in the
whole play.
Steve's only problem with his
role is the choreography. He
stands at least a couple of inches
over six foot, and at that height
smoothness and grace aren't
easy to come by. Considering this
natural obstacle, he does better
than one might expect. And with
Ms. Cooney by his side, he
appears quite stately, as the role
requires.
With Nancy I am at a loss, I
really am. Her voice was
beautiful, her dancing was
smooth, her lines came out quite
naturally. I honestly cannot see
how she can improve the role
much.
Those of you who are familiar
with Tom Ulmer or his stage
/

performances ir„„„, u_... , ,

performances know how infec
tious his enthusiasm as a perrvTfn C,a"be As director of "I
tbrJ.vu'. enthusiasm shines
if S nh ( y in his election
of plays, but is picked up by the
actors and emulated through
their performances. No small
accomplishment from
the
director's chair.
thirteeen-piece orchestra,
directed by Bob Mecalis, played
0VerlO0king the
stage WiiahUlti,
e excePtion of
"Flama
Flaming Agnes" none of the
songs benefited much from more
than the piano. Not that the or-

timi fhP 3S' but most of the
score and P"?n° dominated the
occa
were'
n,®" rare
were ant
any other
instrumsions
instruments
apparent. Once in a whi™ the

^UhViyT" 'JfJf!!
XS. "» — «

the lighting was some of the best
and most effective I've seen.
Thanks to Rollie and Dolores
Zajic. Costumes were simple
elegant, and tasteful. Thanks to
Lorelei Ulmer, Justine Beck, Jill
Solberg, Marilyn Elkins, and
Candy Harry. And thanks to Bill
Cross for the simple and func
tionally beautiful set.
Just because the leading man
gave me a cigar when his first
baby was born and ^ Jea
lady tickled my cheek during her
bumps and grinds of "Flaming
Agnes , I don't want you to think
I m prejudiced. It's a good play
and I think you'll thank me for
recommending it to you. I
guarantee you Wi
will enjoy the
thC
evening
^
"

iLnH

frown
out the lyrics, but not often For

where dance (some tap) is
required.
Auditions will be held both May
18 and 19. Auditions for those in
elementary and Junior High will
be held from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on
Saturday, May 18, and from 3
p.m. to 5 p.m., May 19, 1974.
Auditions for all others will be
held from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. on
Saturday, May 18, and from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. on Sunday, May
19.
All auditions will be held in the
recital hall of the Willamette
University College of Music and
Theatre, at the corner of State
and Winter Streets in Salem.

Apply now for
Studio Theatre
The Humanities Department is
now taking applications for its'
Studio Theatre program. This
program gives a student the
opportunity to direct, design set,
costumes or
lights. The
applications are available in the
Humanities Office on the third
floor of HSS.
If you have any questions about
program,
or
your
qualifications contact Mr. Page,
oAi^SOri!°r 'be program, (sw H
209) or Dr. Adams (Sw H 206) or
Mr. Davis (Sw H 106).
Waiting for Godot (winter
and R^rs to the Sea (May
22,23) are student productions
under this program. This is a fine
opportunity to test your abilities
?»!L .u play student talent.
Whether you are in the teaching
eld or not - this program is a
must.
Applications must be turned in
to
Humani
to the Humanities
Office by
Wursday^May^

ACTION THEATRE
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The Sting
c
Buddha And The Chocolate'Box '' St c?track
Greatest Hits
Stevens
Maria Muldaur
Va •
Denver
Chicago V I I
Maria Mujdaur
Shinin'On
•• Chicago
Band On The Run ... Paul McCsrtrfJ3 »d. F.unk
W,n9s
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
Tubular Bells

What Were Once Vices

Are Now Habits

A'A'-I

John

Oldfield

Books

• Magazines

• Novelties
,v.v.v

••V

Adults Only

TheDoobi. Brothers
JIlN_Commercial

364-0792
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Student art seen, not heard
bv DAN TOMPKINS
by
Entertainment Editor

This year's Student Art Show is
rather quiet and unassuming.
Nothing is likely to jump out at
you. If you have a few restful
moments you'd like to occupy in a
comfortable room, drop by
Campbell Hall Gallery 107.
On Monday 6 May, Sally Judd
juried the show and narrowed the
more than 150 entries to 35 ac
cepted pieces. At last Sunday's
reception, Art Department
Chairman Dan Cannon handed
out eight $50 awards to the ar
tists. The winning pieces and
their artists are: an untitled
textile piece, by Judy Wick;
"Turn To," a sculpture by Jerry
Sova; "Covered Pot," a ceramic
piece by Susan Gorman;
"Transfiguration
of
Bald
Mountain," a ceramic piece by
John Larsen; "Salt Bottle," a
ceramic piece by Dave Rhodus;
"Metamorphosis," a mixedmedia , painting by Tony Zandol;
"Mary," a drawing by Jerry
Sova; "The Walker," a print by
Israel.
Cannon expressed interest in a

f

APTS.

j

[Independence, furnished l|
bedroom redecorated apart-!
ments, extra clean, extra nice. •
|Near town with carpet and|
[parking stall, electricity,!
-water, garbage paid.Must be!
•seen to be appreciated. $95. •
I May call collect, 363-1079.

I

1!^
put in the submitted and
Hbrarv^inH
accepted in a
lncluding pieces that
HiHn't
student show.
cbdn t make it into the gallery
al talent is spotlighted
OtherS within the gallery that in nu'J°n
CH Gallery 107 through 7 June.
wm awards deserve Many media and about 21 artists
l0the/nC!Udi^''Electr°n
Vmf"
verse, the
first videotape ever represented. Drop by, then be
your own judge for this show.

The Hoople's

the hoople
Mott the Hoople
Columbia
by THE DUKE

Even the least serious scholar
of rock and roll should be aware
that Mott was near the top of the
heap in 1973. Rolling Stone, the
rational rocker's digest, included
it m the half dozen best of the
year. And the visceral pounders
that read Creem voted the band
and the record No. 1 for the year
in their respective categories
Musically that album was a
gorgeous amalgam of big band
Dylan, early folk rock Byrds, Yes
Art, gilt framed production
(Inspired by Bowie) and the
Hoop's own brand of 70's heavy
metal.
It was also an outstanding
lyrical achievement, being about
rock and roll to the same
measure the music was rock and
roll. Ian Hunter's knowledge of
and love for our music and his
truly refined poetic sensibility
combined to create lines like "My
hair gets longer as the beat gets
stronger Wanna tell Chuck Berry
my news" (great line - with its
doubly ingrown reference to
"Roll Over "^tUIUVCU
Beethoven")) and
ctnu

your tobacconist,
Dick Van Horne
fine imported pipes
mail order service
quality tobacco
blended in our shop

325 Court Street NE
phone 585-7600

May 16, 1974

cigarette
tobaccos and papers

e Cole and "Salt
•
2!
by David Rhodus are
pictured above. Both are from the Student Art Show now in CH
Gallery 107 and "Salt Bottle" is an award winner. The exhibit runs
through finals week.

one man show
a

songs as varied as the convoluted freaks" The trick with the intro
"Crash Street Kidds" is,
love relationship of "I Wish I Was becomes clear. Not only does The
Your Mother" and the authentic Hoople begin with "The Golden despite the synthesized sound,
religious affirmation of "Hymn Age of Rock And Roll" (song) but at its finest. Ariel Bender,
Ralphs' replacement on lead six,
for the Dudes".
the golden age of rock and roll
The trouble with The Hoople is (time period) begins with The can actually be heard above the
din. And listen to Watts' great
that the band that created Mott Hoople. Well, we'll see.
lick-gotta
be synthesized-when
no longer exists. After years of
The rest of side one is an ex
struggling in the night upon night cellent piece of work. The sole Hunter sings "Crash". "Crash
finding reality of rock and roll sore spot, and my complaint, is street kidds are coming to get ya
frustration only two original that the synthesized sound of the Better run better run better run".
members of Mott the Hoople band is carried by a three horn The implicit rock an(J roll
remain, Hunter and bassist sax section. Mott the Hoople often violence made explicit. It] with
Overend Watts. Buffin the used horns garnishment, but "Marionette" and "Pearl N Roy
drummer and organist Verden never when Ralphs was around (England)" on side two, are the
Allen were easily replaced, but were they the bandband's back album's crests.
Taken as a whole, side two is a
the departure of guitarist Mick bone.
hodge-podge of styles and topics.
Ralphs has upset an important
"Through the Looking Glass"
balance.
"Marionette" is a one act play
Ralphs and Hunter carried the detailing the relationship of rock over reaches badly, Sgt. Pepper
weight of this band early and star to the business environment sound and all. It's delivered to his
equally. The balance between that surrounds, and eventually mirror, "You're my voyeur See
lead instrumentalist and lead strangles him. If the title is an every line". As if we needed to be
vocalist, and the implicit tension accident, and I think it's not, it's reminded how close to dinosaurbetween them, was slowly but a happy accident, recalling so hood rock and roll is. "Trudi's
surely creating a great, great closely Bowie's oft used "suf Song" is sung to Hunter's wife;
pretty but just what you'd expect.
band. Though Hunter is a fragette".
And Watts' "Born Late 58" and
remarkable intelligence, one of
Mott the Hoople's contract with
the most gifted on the current Bowie ended unfriendily for all. Hunter's "Roll Away The Stone"
scene, he has a propensity to He provided them with their are basically undistinguished
wordiness. Ralphs compensated commercial breakthrough in the stompers though both good. Gotta
for that with his guitar army "All The Young Dudes" single, admit I love the chorus on
"Stone" when they sing "sha la la
blitzkriegs. He left following a but later fired them because they la
push push " though.
power crunch that developed were "Stealing too much of my
N Roy" comes directly
when Hunter began acting on identity". A statement that is out"Pearl
of England's economic crisis.
Bowie's suggestion that every pure vomit at best.
"It's clean the chimney's kids
band needed a king. He left
Though it's 1974. Make a fist
amiably, but he did leave.
Hunter's character begins make Oliver Twist There's o way
Without him Hunter is given singing "Don't Mess with my life you ain't poor". Then hear the
free reign; the band does not yet You won't live to do it twice". But back-up "Nnah, nnah, nnah".
have a musical force strong the voices challenge him, Love it, with the childish melody
enough to replace Ralphs. The "Marionette". "I ain't one yet", (why does it remind me of "Be
new band is largely Hunter's and cries Hunter in reply. "Teacher's True to Your School"?) that
The Hoople is his record. As it pet, they say. "Go check your brings national politics, even
plays the scales dip, waver stocks and shares". Ah, but the Great Britain's down to the
slightly, then sink to stay.
strength of the system is not to be correct level. "Hi Number 10,
The sound is totally syn denied. "The show's been fun But How's it goin'?, a ref to Number
thesized, horns, bass, drums, my wood's begun to warp", 10 Downing Street in London, is
guitar, keyboards of course, even "Don't mess with my life I've lost easily Americanized into a bitter
Hunter's voice. Because of that, the will to live", and finally, a "Hi Tricky Dick, How's it
it does not sound like it was made defeated acknowledgement "I'm going?" The sarcasm, the lip
by a rock and roll band as we now just a marionette". Though it smacking irreverence, and that
know it.
may be a general indictment of super melodic hook, "Pearl atta
The album begins with board- the business of of popular music, girl..."
then
"Roy
atta
man Dale Griffin intoning if it's Hunter's "How Do You boy..."make it the catchiest
"Ladies and gentlemen, the Sleep" to Bowie, it's revenge well statement, if not the best, by a
golden age of rock and roll". taken.
rock and roll artist on the current
What follows is not the history
"Alice" is the story of a whore. state of politics.
lesson "All The Way From "Oh-oh Alice you remind me of
Moments like "Pearl N Roy",
Memphis" was, and not even the Manhattan The seamy and the and "Marionette" and "Crash
nostalgic 50's rehash one expects snazz the shoe boys and the satin Street Kidds," almost make the
from the title. It is rather a Like a throne made of gilt That album click, and definitely
statement of purpose of modern too many johns have sat in" (the provide you with a rationale for
day rock and roll. "Don't wanna obvious rhyme hears better than purchasing it, if you need one.
smash Just smash sensation. it reads, believe me). It's neat,
But it's no Mott, sad to say.
Don't wanna wreck Just though unimportant in the Mott was made by a band, The
recreation.. .You 96 decibel greater scheme of things.
Hoople's a one man show.
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EvCo victory string
ends for Wolves
Spurred on by a 38 point per points on his way to taking two
formance by distance runner Bob seconds in the hammer (156-6)
Maplestone, Eastern Washington and javelin (201-8) and a third in
captured
the
Evergreen the discus (157-3/4). Schukart's
Conference track and field title toss in the discus is a new per
last Saturday. The Eagles won 13 sonal best for him.
of the 20 events, including all but
Weightman Lloyd Graves took
two of the running events.
a runner-up spot in the shot put
Defending two-time champion (51-3), and a fourth place discus
OCE could do no better than a finish behind Grise (l61-l3/4) and
distant third with 110% points. Schukart. Grise's discus throw is
Eastern Washington was far a lifetime best for him, and puts
ahead with 240 points, while host him over the 160-foot mark for the
Central Washington made it one- first time.
two for the Washington schools
Brisk winds kept the middle
by taking the runner-up spot with distance times slow, but still OCE
123%.
was not able to break up the
Maplestone won the six-mile on domination of the Washington
Friday, and came back Saturday schools in those events. In the 880,
to take the 880 and mile and finish mile, three mile, and six mile the
second to teammate Rick Hebron Pack runners were only able to
in the three-mile. Hebron picked score 10 points, however, Ron
up another double by winning the Strand's second place finish in
steeplechase on Friday.
the steeplechase brought the total
Rich Grise and Ziemorr Harris to 18.
were OCE's only victors in the
Dave Castle and Dale Barker
two-day meet as Grise took the nabbed fourth and fifth in the
shot (52-4%) and Harris claimed mile, while Castle doubled back
the 100 (9.7).
for another fifth in the three mile
Wolf coach Don Spinas said
Freshman Tony Bass took a
Eastern's "Awesome team depth fifth in the 880, while senior
was the biggest reason" for their Roger Woods nabbed the second
victory, but in speaking of OCE's spot in the 220 (22.2). Woods also
winners in last weekends Evergreen
third place finish added that he took a fourth place in the 100 with
Conference Track Meet^inningStheeshothe <!nly..t|*vo
was pleased with the way OCE's a time of 9.9 seconds.
The other winner was
Zeimorr Harris with a1.} ,wZd dasH Grise aU r "7 a
fln,shed third in the discus with a lifetime
athletes came through."I didn't
best throw of 161'2". (Tim Johnson photo)
Zeimorr Harris showed his
see one person who, under the versatility as he took a sixth in
situation, didn't give
it both the high jump (6-0) and long fourth
behind
Eastern
EvCo Track Championship
everything," mentioned Spinas in jump (22-3). Harris has not Washington, Central Washington
] to'?'
EW, 1:57.6, Bass, OCE,
At Ellensburg
1:58.1; Hays, EW, 1:59.4.
praising the Pack spikers. "And competed in the long jump the and Southern Oregon.
Mile
Maplestone, EW, 4 25 6
Team
scores
EWSC
240,
CWSC
123'/
although we would have liked to entire season.
Hebron
EW, 4:26.4. Sobotta, EW
O^T 5
' °
'
'
15 '
n't' ' ,
' OCE, 4:27.1, Barker
win, I'm not disheartened."
A makeshift mile relay team,
OCE, 4:28.2; Bargero, EW, 4:28.2
Next championship action for
Three mile
Hebron, EW, 14-36 0;
In the field events, Greg absent of regulars Steve Kraal,'
Shot put Grise, OCE, 52 4'/ ; Graves,
Maplestone, EW, 14:39.5; Miller, SOC,
OCE, 51-3; Garske, EW, 50-1 V - Nunez,
Schukart scored twenty-two Woods and Harris, finished OCE is the District 2 meet
14:43.3; Wold, CW, 15:00.3; Castle, OCE
CW, 46-2V Daniels, CW, 46 2; Knicht,
tomorrow and Saturday at
15:03.4; Shaw, WW, 15:07.6.
EW, 45-2V4.
Six mile
Maplestone, EW, 31-28 9Willamette in Salem. OCE has
Discus Thompson, EW, 165-0; Grise,
Menard, WW, 31:29.8; Shaw, WW
OCE,
161-13/4,- Schukart, OCE, 157 3/
won four consecutive District 2
I'J,? ; ; L
'
- 31:39.3, G. Hebron!
?^ x. ' 2
'
Washington, OIT,
EW, 32:29, Fuller, WW, 32:44.2.
crowns, and although Linfield is
144 6'/ ; Daniels, CW, 134-8'/ .
Steeplechase - R. Hebron, EW, 9:33.2
Javelin Grant, SOC, 207 6, Schukart,
expected to make a bid for the
Strand, OCE, 9:43.4; Barry, SOC, 9:47.4OCE, 201-8, Hopley, EW, 196 8; Briggs,
Wold, CW, 9:53.1; Miller, SOC, 9 54 6
title, the Pack is favored to
Sobotta, EW, 9:56.6.
OCE, 156-7'/2
' ' ° '
repeat.
2

110/2

S

C 68

WWSC 58

EOSC

4

Cas,le

2

2(
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Golfers top contenders
for District 2 crown

6 0

4/

cw

a

eS

CE

148 23/4;

2

2

Smi b

v

Linfield made a strong showing
last weekend as they came back
on Saturday to win the Northwest
Conference championship. Grad
John North said the pivotal
points if there are any, look to be
in the middle distances.

The OCE golf team qualified their potential, then we should
for the District 2 golf tournament win."
by finishing third in the
The Wolves won last year with
Evergreen Conference tourney
a score of 610, but McArthur feels
last weekend. The Wolves
that "600 will win it this year."
finished with a total of 622
ozz Hopes for improvement come
strokes, three behind number two mainly from Dave Shelton, who
Central Washington. Eastern had been OCE's number one
The walk will be scored this
Washington won the title with a player before last week. Also weekend, and national champ
score of 602.
McArthur hopes for better play Jim Bean should not have trouble
winning there. Junior Rob Frank
OCE's Bob McClure made the from Jay Spassov.
all-conference team by placing
The nationals are to be held in and senior John Othus will aid in
third with a 36 hole score of 152, Aberdeen, South Dakota June 4-7. ULE s continuing domination of
that event.
five strokes behind individual
winner Mike Hermsen of Eastern
Washington. The other EvCo
team qualifying for the District 2
tourney was Eastern Oregon,
who finished just two strokes
behind OCE in fourth place.
Other OCE individual scores
were Fred Berkey at 154, Jay
Spassov at 157, Dave Shelton at
159, and Tom Elliott at 160
Berkey's 33 on the last nine holes
was the lowest score in the
tourney. Those four, McClure and
nrip P.°lhr™n wil1 represent
OLE, at the District tourney. The
tourney is to be held tomorrow.
The first eighteen holes will be
held at Illahe Country Club, and
FREE PARKING . . .
the second 18 at Salem Country
Club. This gives OCE a bit of a
home course advantage, but not
too much as the two teams from
the Northwest Conference, Lewis
« H«w«,tcor
hnfh Cia/k ,and Willamette are
both familiar with the two
courses.
OCE enters the tourney as the
—
I I I I I
^^8 District champions.
The Wolves have to be considered
—rrn i • i • • i • • m
a top choice to repeat. In two duel
STEREO LOUNGE
S1 ^with ** t0P team from
the NWC, the Wolves beat and
tied Lewis and Clark.
HI-FI COMPONENTS
"We have been steadily im
_SALEA^^^^395 Liberty NE
proving throughout the year "
588-1122
states OCE coach Bill McArthu'r
PORTLAND
LLOYD
EUGENE
^eate*? and tied Lewis
SW5th& Wa.
and Clark, and we hope we can
CENTER
30 E.llfh
224-2141
win. If each of our players reach
288-4844

BBy
DICTATION
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urner

440 Relay - EW, 42.8, OCE, 42 9, WW
*•*/.,43"5; S0C- 33.8; EOSC, 45.6.
Mile Relay
EW, 3:25 6; CW 3-27 7
SOC , 3:30.8, O C E , 3:30.9, V^W,'3:34
EOSC, 3:34.7.
High hurdles
Dahl, EW, 14.5; Wor

,T

Pole vault Soliday, EW, 15 3, Thomp
son, WW, 14-9; Mannix, CW, 14-3;
Hibbert, EOSC, 13-9; Gilmore, EW, 13 9;
Hough, OIT, 13-9.

J'

Zanimovich, CW, 6 4;
M
Naughton, EOSC, 6-4; Casper, SOC, 6 2;
McHenry, WW, 6-2, Heglund, CW, 6-0, Z
Harris, OCE, 6 0.
L°"?«rp Wade, EW, 24-1, Brown,
Eutnam' S0C' 22-9'/2; Jones,
rw'S'!a

CW'
14,9;
Vorce'
VAri'r
WW, 14.9;
Oark^w"',^' '5°; Smi,h' EW' 151'

Intermediate hurdles
Vorce, WW
52.8; Dahl, EW, 54.8; Tegan, CW, 56.4;
Sa^ CW, 57.0; Carpenter, EW, 57.2;
McGladrey, EOSC, 57.9.
Hammer
Ramos, SOC, 164-6,
OCE' 156 6' Anderson, EW,
er
CW' 150 5V2; Nix' °CE,
fo 7v''
149-7V2; Eikanas, OCE, 144-3.

OCE 22 34'

G' EW' 22 4'

Z HarriS'
Lampe, CW, 46-S'/a;

Triple jump
wIlT' cHi'

%T '

46 21/2'

100
Zeimorr Harris, OCE, 9 7
Preston Harris, SOC, 9 9 VaehP fw'
9.9, Woods, OCE, 9.9, Fitterer CW, 10 0 •'
Brown, EW, 10.0.

Madden, CW, 46 2;

Un,erwa9ner' 45 4V''

Grant', WW,

-o

"THE JOY OF
SEX"

39290BiOrnb|' EW'
Woods, OCE,
w (. °Wn' EW' 32.3; Patton, CW, 22.3
Vache, EW, 22.7; Porter, WW 23 0

Popular paperback now sale
priced at $4.95
Taylor's Drug
Independence

so? T Bfillie- EW- 30.0; Noren, CW,
50.4, Taylor, EW, 50.4, McClure, EW,
«»0
««r' ?°C 5"; Ard' EW. 51.3.
880
Maplestone, EW, 155 a
Anderburg, CW, 1:56.7, Halt, Ew!

Want

FREE: Will give aw**
weeks old
261.
Studv

. H«es; 8
• or SPO No.

00r" apartments

with
Available for summer
The aPar'ments are
rnmnf
completely furnished, have wall-to
atea are

I!

er?S'

Unnrtt
.
parba9e disposals and
facilities. The Vicksburg
Apartments are located in the
wIlkinaeHVl"a9e comP|ex within
SurntTf ^'stance of the campus.
Summer rate $95. Fall Rate $120.
Contract 838-1412 after 5 00
FREE: Will give away l
miniature. Call 838 3511.

poodle

-

Lost,
A small red-bound, New
Testament. Good News for Modern
Man is written in gold on the cover. If
found please return to SPO No. 445 or
Thanks

3,2

^

Wa"'ed:

Summer employment. Need
.
summer, willing to try
al™°J' a"Vthing. Have references.
Call Meltsa at 838-2312.

Pe^:

^ belated happy birthday to
>'m P., Tim J., and Ted G. from me.

PeMSfUa'1 Haye a haPPV

cherub

from

day on the 18th.
bat winged

the

For Sale: 1974 Camaro. Phone 838-5189.
EXSnCe,fabysitter

wants summer
^s.t.on. 13 years old, references. Call
Erin Dauman at 838 3022.

Personal:

Happy

Sally. . .5/ i8/

Birthday

74

Personal:
To my Almost Birthday
Buddy nave a good one. Love, Deb.
WRne,nah,eAD°R^BLE

CHILDREN

F0^a'?i4O/vlEGA B 22 En,ar9er and
complete darkroom set-up
$200.
Contact Steve at 106 Gwin St., Mon
mouth or SPO No. 987.

W'll
Do:
MATH
Reasonable rates.
Spangler at 838-2355.

TUTORING.
Call
Linda

TEtp NIS
a

^ESSONS
Experienced
teacher. Reasonable rates. Call Linda
Spangler at 838 2355.

Penen Ced Jr' Hi9h
Girl
wfshes V^
wisnes
to care «for your
chiidrpn

JunT9thSUmmer vacatiori months
|Hrough August. Full time jr
my
Reason^ 3trates.
Reasonable

information!

Have

Ph°"e

Personal: No. 92055
forever!

yours,
excellent
838'2820" for

home

Personal: To Deb and Art - Happy Half
y®ar

anniversary on Saturday! Nan &

or

•Have a happy

Personal: Got no place to go? Drop in at
the People Place. Rap a little or just
reiax. Open evenings. North of
Swindel Hall. Phone to rap or for
information, 838 0042. Have a nice
day.

342-2463

write?*

V0U l0tS'

Nep?*rt

S£ter?
?a838
£U0042.
Place at

CaH

the

Pe°P,e
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VComen strong third in NW
411

by CECILIA STILES mmm„
Battling the elements, the OCE
,.men's track team placed third
j 0f a field of 28 teams at the
jL-thwest College Women's
Jeet Friday and Saturday at
eastern
Washington
State
College in Cheney, Washington.

'j'fic women competed in very
.vindy and cold weather Friday,
rainy weather
d in cold,
Saturday' yet still performed
^ry well according to Coach
lacqueline Rice. OCE scored 57
'jnts
compared to first place
ejathead Valley Community
College 126' and University of
Oregon, 60.
The crucial event of the meet
„roved to be the 440 relay, in
Lch OCE placed second, but
!as then disqualified for crossing
lota
lane 7 to lane 6 during the
last leg of the relay- This cost the
' team 8 points, a crucial 8 points
„,hich would have placed them
#
J of U of O.

The strength of the U of O team
#as

not a total surprise to the
OCE women because UO recently
upset previously undefeated OCE
team at a Southern Oregon meet.
Several other teams have moved
up as the season progressed.
•With the quality of competition
improving so drastically, we feel
that either a second or third place
finish out of the 28 teams was a
really good effort," said Coach
Rice. More than 279 entrants had
qualified to participate in the
meet, so it was a real challenge to
the OCE women.
Three school records were set
during the meet, and some team
members achieved their personal
bests of the season.
The mile relay team of Karen
Lloyd, Sue Riggs, Joan McClary,
and Marilyn Bengston, shattered
its old record of 4:16.8, setting a
new time of 4:14.4. That time was
good enough for a third place in
the meet.
Joan McClary placed sixth in
the 400 yard dash, but her time
was good enough for a new record
of 60.3, breaking the old time of
60.57.OCE's other record breaker
was Beth Boehmer, who placed
fourth in the 3000 meter run, with
a time of 10:59.9, which bettered
the old record by 4.35 seconds.
Shot put proved to be one of the
teams strongest events, as they
placed two in the top three spots.
Kathy Bryant captured first with

The

Col,

What started out as a promising season has turned
into something less than that for OCE's two major
1 spring sports, basebalT and track. The baseball team, in
m
prime contention for the EvCo regular season title with
two three game series left in the season, lost the last six
league games of the year to end up with a 5-7 EvCo mark
and a 6-13 mark overall, hardly a successful season.
One thing that marked the Wolves late season collapse
was a lack of intensity on the part of the team. Of course,
a prime reason for that feeling is the fact that the
baseball team was still on probation and therefore
ineligible for post-season competition. I'm sure that the
OC E players wanted to win every game that they played
very much, and that they were playing just as hard as
they could. It's just that when you're playing for fun
rather than for a playoff spot the adrenalin just doesn't
flow quite as much.
When the Wolves were originally put on probation, it
was for three years. So, according to that, OCE would be
on probation again next year. If that was the case, it
would be a great injustice. From what I understand, if
the coaches of the teams OCE play think that the con
duct of the OCE players has been good enough, then the
probation can be lifted. In fact, it was thought last
spring that the Wolves wouldn't be on probation this
But apparently some coach thought that OCE
hadn t behaved well enough and he said so, giving the
Wolves another year in the dog house.
But the behavior of the OCE team has been next to
perfect this year. It would seem to me that the only way
that an opposing coach would oppose the lifting of OCE's
probatjon would be if that coach was afraid that OCE
would make he playoffs instead of that team. It would
Zumwalt placed^n^hree^vents* ?h°.Wn in a recent home meet.
seem that that could happen, as OCE loses only three
eekend
s
Women's Track Meet. She was fifthTn h m ™
' Northwest
hurdles and seventh in
^^12 seniors among their regulars. And the Wolves certainly
showed potential at times. Given incentive and another
year of maturity, the Wolves could be very tough next
a throw of 42', while Annie Wells
year.
took third with a 39'9" throw. The team, consisting of Marilyn
The OCE track team failed to win the EvCo league
Bengston, Benita Lloyd, Karen
OCE also did well in the javelin
Lloyd
and Sandy Herbert meet this year after winning it the past three years. It
with Marsha Melvin capturing
checked in at 1:53.7.
wasn't the defeat in itself which was disappointing but
second with a distance of 134'9"
In the discus Kathy Branton took
The OCE team retired with an rather the fact that the Wolves just didn't compete well.
sixth with a distance of 117'y2", excellent season record. They Eastern Washington looked too strong to beat, but OCE
were undefeated in dual meet figured to put up a better fight that the Wolves did.
Sandy Herbert did we\\ in both
competition and placed first in all
And the performance of OCE in the EvCo meet casts
dash events. In the 100 yard dash
mvitationals except the Eugene
she placed fifth, clocking in at
some doubts on the Wolves' ability to continue their
and Cheney meets. The season
11.9. She took thirdin the 220 yard
ends on a note of optimism as complete domination of the NAIA District 2 meet this
dash with a time of 26.5.
most of the performers will weekend. OCE still has to be favored to beat out Linfield
in the meet, but the Wolves victory margin will almost
Two OCE women placed in the return to the team next year.
jump events. A. J. Christensen
This weekend seven or eight of surely be much, much less than last year's 100 plus
walked out with fourth in the high
points.
the women will represent OCE
jump at 5T\ Jeannie Zumwalt
The meet will be at Willamette University in Salem,
and the northwest at the National
took seventh in the long jump,
Meet
at
Texas
women's and could be an exceptionally exciting meet. OCE has
3
with a distance of 16'5 V
university in Denton, Texas.
dominated District 2 for the past few yeas, and just one
Zumwalt also captured fifth in
off day is certainly not enough to write the Wolves off.
the 400 meter hurdles in 1:08.5
Return to form by the OCE trackmen this weekend
and fifth in the 200 meter hurdles'
with a time of 31.3.
would be enough to win again easily.
In running events Beth Boeh
mer took eighth in the mile run
clocking in at 5:44.8, and the 880
medley relay team took fourth.

What's in it for you? A chance to obtain a $12,000
starting salary and a commission as a Naval Officer.
If, you're a college student in good academic
standing, and your vision is better than 20/200,
you may qualify to join the Navy's flightteam as a
pilot or a Naval Flight Officer. To find out more
about Naval Aviation call Lt. Hieter or Lt. Potter
at 221-3041 (collect).
May 16, 1974

H

Netters compete
for District title

"We did about as well as could
be expected," was the way OCE
tennis coach Bob McCullough
characterized the results of the
Evergreen Conference tennis
tournament held last weekend.
The Wolves finished fourth
overall in the tournament, but
were the second place Oregon
team in the conference behind
Southern Oregon. The Wolves
thereby qualified for the NAIA
District 2 tournament this
weekend.
Along with the Wolves and
SOC, Lewis and Clark and the
College of Idaho qualified from
the Northwest Conference.
The top effort by the Wolves
was Mark Trolan's second place
in the number three spot. Trolan
was the only OCE singles player
to make the finals and none of the
doubles teams did. Number two
player Mike Metz and number
five Stan Tamura each finished
fourth. The rest of the singles
players were shut out.
In double play, the number one
team finished third and the other
two were fourth to give the
Wolves a total of 44 points.
4'In spite of our relatively poor
showing at Conference," says
McCullough. "I expect us to do
well in District. We should do
better, with the return of number
one singles player Alex Lucht a
big factor."

+++

The Boston Celtics are back on top. The Celts capped
one of the best NBA playoff series ever Sunday with
their 102-87 victory over the Milwaukee Bucks in the
seventh and deciding game. After watching the series, I
think that it might be possible that this Boston team is
every bit as good as any of the previous NBA cham
pionship teams.
The defense with both teams played was consistantly
as good as any has ever played. It is incredible to me
that a team can press full-court all game, every game
like Boston did and still be alive when it comes time for
the seventh game. But they were. John Havlicek was un
believable for Boston, but Dave Cowens was just as
amazing.
However, if it is true that Boston is as good as any
team of the past, then Milwaukee has to be there too.
The Bucks played the Celts pretty much even without
the services of their great guard Lucious Allen. Give the
Bucks Allen, and the series just might have been dif
ferent, although I think Boston still would have won. And
there is no doubt in my mind that Kareem AbduhlJabbar is the greatest big man ever to play in the NBA.
That point is debatable, of course, but no one has ever
combined his great size and quickness.

+++

The Pac-8 track championship is this weekend. I'm
going to go out on a limb and predict UCLA will win it.
I'm also going to predict that the Pac-8 will prove to be
the strongest conference in the nation. Both predictions
are about as dangerous as predicting that the sun will
rise in the morning.
But even with the Bruins dominating the team title,
some of the events will display fantastic competition.
They always do in the Pac-8. One will be the 3-mile
rematch between Paul Geis and John Ngeno. Geis'
recent illness could be enough to tip the scales in
Ngeno's favor.
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Betty Roberts: aiming for governor's office
by CHRIS MILES

in the House. As Chairperson of
two committees, she also served
as Vice-Chairperson of the Ways
Gubernatorial candidate Betty and Means Committee.
Roberts keeps a tight schedule.
Ms. Roberts has taught in
She responded to a student's public schools, and at Mt. Hood
apology for somewhat low at Community College. She is a
tendance at her appearance her practicing lawyer as well.
Friday night with a grin and the
In reference to the label of
comment 4'I didn't even know it
Women's Libber" often applied
was Friday."
to her, Senator Roberts said, "If
A strenuous campaigner, Ms. one equates the pursuit and
Roberts appeared in The Dalles treatment of human concerns
with Women's Liberation, then
yes I am a 'libber'."
"I avoid labels. R'ather we need
to know where people stand on
the issues, for only then can we as
intelligent citizens know who we
are voting for."
Planning for population and
industrial growth were cited as
the number one priority of the
next decade.
When asked about the rapidly
growing population of Oregon,
Senator Roberts replied that she
had once considered issuing
tourists visas at their pomt of
entry into the state. The amount
of money they had would
determine the length of time they
would be allowed to stay.
"Seriously, you can't close the
borders." Of the 150 Californians
and Hood River before speaking entering Oregon daily, Senator
Roberts stated, "A growing
in the College Center. "I realized
today that, of all the touring I've population supports a growing
done with the Ways and Means economy, but raises the question
Committee, I never made it to of 'how do .we protect the
Monmouth, but we did get the environment while meeting the
Fine Arts Building through." needs of that population?"'
Newcomers to the state
President Rice later expressed
gratitude for her efforts in doing should be encouraged to disperse
to areas "where population
so.
A Portland Democrat, Betty growth is desirable, such as
Roberts has held a seat in the Southern and Eastern Oregon."
Oregon State Senate for the past Proper planning would provide
six years, preceded by four years for new and diverse industry
where needed, and would also

Contest offers cash
Ask the man who owns one."
Some blame the business
This advertising slogan by a now
defunct auto manufacturer is still community, others blame
remembered by millions of government regulations and
others blame the people for
Americans.
Now, in somewhat of a switch insisting on using the energyon this slogan, a project has been consuming developments of
launched to find out the attitudes modern invention. The superof those who will be most affected activists among the en
by the American need for new vironmentalists appear to be
sources of energy - the young critical of business, government
and consumers.
people.
But with all the current furor
The National Federation of
Independent
Business
in stripped away, the big unan
cooperation with the Inter swered question is how does the
collegiate Studies Institute has youth of today, who will be
announced an essay contest with confronted with the energy
cash awards for the nation's problem of tomorrow, view the
college undergraduates on the situation? Do they prefer new
provocative subject "The energy to be developed along the
Political Role of Scarcity: The lines which have made the United
Respective Roles of Government States the leader in energy
and the Free Market in Meeting consumption, do they believe that
government should take over the
America's Energy Needs."
This appears to be a logical responsibility for more energy
production, or do they believe
step on the part of NFIB and ISI
After all, the future of the that instead of looking toward
nation's energy supply is 0f more energy production there
foremost importance to those should be measures to discourage
a
. »'"
Who will
will own "
the nation in the individual use of energy?
"turV today's young people.
Whatever course is finally
TJe shapoing of the direction
should fall upon them, as they adopted will haye a profound
will have to live with that influence on their lives and their
direction, while many of the most lifestyles. Therefore, it seems
vocal exponents of one course or quite timely that this joint NFIBanother are rapidly approaching ISI project is undertaken.
Judging of the essays will be
the age when their only energyhandled by a panel composed of
using decision will narrow down
whether to take the final ride in a Martin Anderson of the Hoover
horse-drawn or automotive Institute at Stanford University,
Colin Campbell of Dartmouth,
powered hearse.
Israel Kirzner of New York
ener
hea
n
crisis Univ., William H. Petersen of the
opened up all manner of debate
including the question of whether American Graduate School of
International
Management,
or not there actually exists a real
Virgil Salera of the Calif. State
energy crisis.
faction,
largely Univ. and Gordon Tullock of
Washington bureaucrats, have Virginia Polytechnic.
tried to establish as a national
Bona-fide
college
un
shame that the U.S. with six per
cent of the world's population dergraduates have a deadline
uses over a third of all the of July 15 to enter with Essay
energy others point to this Contest, Intercollegiate Studies
assumed fact as a tribute to Institute, 14 South Bryn Mawr
Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania,
American free enterprise.

™I

rec

nt

increase agricultural production
and processing. "Geothermal
power plants proposed for those
parts of the state would provide
an added incentive for population
dispersement."
An increase in the fee rate of
both camping sites and hun
ting/ fishing licenses would have
tourists paying their fair share
for protection of Oregon's natural
resources.
"I don't and have never
favored a sales tax," Senator
Roberts responded to an earlier
question by calling a sales tax
"regressive", and "negative by
its very nature." The higher the
income, the lower the per centage
of one's income that is spent on
sales tax. Ms. Roberts instead
favors an income tax base which
is proportionately fair to every
salary.
Concerning high education and
veterans of the Vietnam War,
Senator Roberts proposed

granting them "the same
educational payments through
money grants that were available
to the veterans of WWII. "They
got total tuition." She termed the
current $240- allotments "ab
solutely unfair." "Oregon must
lead the way and not wait for
Congress to act!"
Ms. Roberts cited "experience
and record" as the primary
difference between her campaign
and those of candidates Redden
and Straub, "although there is
one obvious difference."
"Bob Straub is running on the
same platform of the races of
four, eight, and ten years ago.
You cannot get by on simplistic
issues and name familiarity."
She disagrees with Redden's
opposing Gov. McCall's actions
during the past energy crisis.
"The governor must not only
abide by limitations and controls,
but must operate as effectively as
possible within them."

In answer to a question
regarding mass transit, Senator
Roberts voiced support of Ballot
Measure No. 2, which, if passed,
whould resolve problems with the
railroad
companies.
She
proposed
establishing
a
passenger-train line along In
terstate 5, thus avoiding further
misuse of farmland.
"Designating a freeway lane as
a rapid transit bus lane would
enable busses to travel at higher
speeds, making for more efficient
transportation of more people."
The speed limit for passenger
cars would remain the same.
Senator Roberts said at one
time she had tentatively pro
posed calling the new transit line
"Willamette Area Rapid Tran
sit", although her secretary
eventually persuaded her against
such. "I thought it might
discourage newcomers to hear
that we had a W.A.R.T. on our
land."

SP6CI8LS
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Vclip'nsove

KODAK
( Pocket 10
Instamatic
Kit
includes camera, strap,

^ .

Color Print Film
List »1'«

117 *91
NOW$ •
L

extender, cube, film,
decals.

Reg. 21.97
CASHVAtut I Moll

_

KODAK
C-135-20
JUST

|
each

Same in Fujicolor

COUPON
5/18/74
_ JUPON EXPIRES
EX

CASHVALUE I

v«-/'

$139

(First 10 only)
20of U

99c

;

j

COUPON EXPIRES 5/18/74

Here and Now!

Kalimar SR-100

Accepts standard 35mm cassettes, color or black
& white.

aM/30'second"""' ^

,,0sh

'*"«»•

*
k.6

Film reminder dial.
Accepts prism top accessory shoe.
Hinged camera back with positive lock.
Tripod socket.
Standard lens aperture range F:2 to F: 16.
FULL TWO YEAR GUARANTEE.

35mm single lens reflex camera w/builtliwS^^m
for eyedeve. viewing. Coated six-elemen^K 2
highly corrected preset lens in standard PC threaded

D^ —

t4AA

109

Without
Case

clip n save

30 % off

ALL MALLORY
DURACELL

JUMBO COLOR PRIR^I
FROM SLIDES
POPULAR SIZE SLIDES ONLY|

or Electric Eye

No Limit i

BATTERIES

CASH VAIUE 1 20 of)

IcASH VALUE I

each
?Qnl 1

Coupons Good At All Stori

_£OUPQN^XPlRES 5/18/74

j

mm 2ii

sy

19010.

v!
13050 S.W.
PACIFIC HIGHWAY
Next loFryer Tuck

639-6070

LAY-AWAYS
WELCOME

HOOD CENTER
BURNSIDE AT DIVISION
Next to Pay Lett
666-7082

207 WEST MAIN
Acrote Irom the Cornerstone

CHECK OUR PRICES AND SERVICE ON

'N HOUSE CAMERA REPAIR SKV^

838-3996
ALL STORES OPEN
HONDA Y THRU SATURDAY
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